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Abstract 

Recent results from VENUS experiments on e + e ~ reactions at energies between 
52 and 60.8 GeV are presented. The R-values, the ratio of the total hadronic cross 
section to that of fi pair production, look slightly high within the present energy 
region. To understand this observation, a detailed study was carried out on the 
production of a heavy quark with | Q | =e /3 . By using a next-to-leading log. ap
proximation, the QCD cut-off parameter, Ajjjg-, was obtained as being A J J J =208 
MeVl^MeV- The differential cross sections for c + e ~ —*• e + e ~ , 7 7 , ^ + / i ~ , and r + r ~ 
were found to be consistent with predictions of the standard model. The average 
charge asymmetry for e + e ~ —» qg was also measured and found to be consistent with 
the prediction of the standard model. No evidence was observed indicating new 
particle production. No single photon production was observed and the upper limit 
of the number of light neutrino types was set to be Nv < 17.8(90 % CL). 
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1. Introduction 

Since the commissioning run of TRISTAN e + e _ collider on November 1986, the 
VENUS[1] detector has been operated stably for about two and a half years. We 
have accumulated about 25 p b - 1 of data with energies between 52 and 60.8 GeV. 
The present talk is based on an analysis of the above-mentioned data, covering the 
following topics:(l) results on multihadron production, (2) tests of QED and elec-
troweak interactions, (3) the search for new particles, and (4) the search for single 
photons. 

2. Results on Multihadron Production 

2-1) Total Cross Sec t ion 

The R-ratio, the ratio of the total hadronic cross section to that of the lowest-
order QED cross section of fi pair production, is used for a search for new heavy 
quarks, such as the top quark(|Q| = | e ) and the V quark(|Q| = \e). R is evaluated as 

Nh-Nhg 

e C l - l - * ) . ^ ' 

where Nft is the number of the observed hadronic events, Nj 9 the number of back
ground events, e the acceptance, S the radiative correction, L the integrated lumi
nosity, and (Tpp the calculated lowest-order QED cross section of [i pair production. 
The rise in R is expected to be 1.36 and 0.44 for full open top and b' production, 
respectively. 

The hadronic event selection criteria is as follows(hereafter, we call this selection 
criteria the standard selection): (1) The total energy deposited in the calorime-
ter( the sum of the total energy in the leadglass(LG) calorimeter and liquid argon 
calorimeter(LA) with \cos9\ < 0.9) is greater than 5 GeV. (2)At least 5 charged tracks 
are found in the central drift chamber(CDC) within the angular range \cos0\ < 0.85. 
(3) The visible energy E„;„(defined as the sum of the absolute momentum of charged 
tracks and energy deposited in the calorimeter) is greater than the beam energy. 
(4) The absolute value of the longitudinal momentum balance( defined as the sum 
of the projected momentum and energy on the beam axis) is less than 0.4 x E m 3 . 
The detection efficiency was determined by Monte Carlo simulation, where events 
were generated based on the standard electroweak theory[2] and subsequent quark 
fragmentation and QCD correction were simulated by the Lund5.3 program[3]. The 
radiative effect was corrected based on a calculation by Rijimoto and Shimizu[4]. 

The systematic errors of R consist of (1) a systematic error of luminosity, 2.6%; 
(2) errors in radiative correction, 2.1 %; (3) errors due to Monte Carlo parameters 
and hadronization model, 1.6%; (4) errors in calculating the acceptance, 1.8%; and 
(5) background contamination, 0.2%. The total systematic error was found to be 
4.2% by adding the above errors in quadrature. 
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The obtained R-values are shown in Fig. 1. The solid curve in the figure is a 
prediction of the standard model[2] with the Z 0 mass of G2.5 GeV and sin2 6m=0.226. 
The expectation values for full open top and 6' production are also given in the figure 
as dashed and dot-dash curves, respectively. From the figure we can exclude open 
top production at the present energy. It is, however, interesting that the measured 
It 's are systematically high by about 8% compared to the prediction of the standard 
model with energies above 56 GeV. They lie just on the expected line of full open V 
production. This interesting problem will be discussed later. We will first give the 
mass limit of the top quark by shape analysis. 

2.2) Search for a Top Quark 

As has been seen regarding the R-values, open top quark production is unlikely. 
The mass limit of the top quark will be obtained by event shape analysis. A Q-
plot for data at ^£=60.8 GeV and top quark production with m t =28 GeV is given 
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Q,(i=l,2,3) is the eigenvalue of the spherical 
tensor. We observed 5 events in the spherical region defined by Qx > 0.05 and 
(Q3 — Q2)/y/3 <0.4. By comparing the above events with the expectation from top-
quark production, we could set the lower limit of the top-quark mass at 29.0 GeV 
at a 95 % confidence level. 

2-3) Search for 6' Quark 

As stated before, the measured R's are slightly higher than the predictions of the 
standard model and are consistent with full open V production. Is R really high, 
indicating open V production or a new physics? We should at first point out the 
following fact. If we consider systematic errors, we cannot say that the present rise 
in R is significant. It is easy to see this by considering that systematic errors should 
be added linearly. The linear addition of the systematic error(4.2%) and statistical 
error(~4%) leads to a total error of about 8%, which agrees with the amount of rise 
in R. This means that the measured R's are consistent with the prediction of the 
standard model. The same thing can be expressed by the Z° mass. The Z° mass 
obtained by fitting the R's is Mz=88.$t\j£li$i GeV, where sin2Qw is calculated by 
the Z° mass using the following relation : 

a f t . = = f 1 - , 
4irot 

1 -\ y/2GFM2{l-Ar) '' 

The errors in the Z° mass are ( in order): statistical, systematic, and theoretical 
(which results from errors in QCD parameters and a radiative correction). Though 
the center value for the Z° mass is low, it is consistent with the predicted value by 
the standard model within the present errors if they are added linearly. 

We have seen so far that a search for the 6' quark only from R is difficult at this 
statistical level. The search for the b' quark can be efficiently carried out by looking 
into the detailed event signatures characteristic to 6' production. In the following 
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section we present a systematic study of 6' production 
In the search for the b' quark we should study two kinds of decay modes:(1) decay 

via a charged current(CC) and (2) decay via a loop-induced flavour-changing neutral 
current(FCNC)[5]. 

The event signature of the CC decay mode is either isolated lepton or spherical 
events(3-body decay) via virtual W decay. As for the FCNC decay mode, the event 
signature is either an isolated photon or spherical events(4-jet). 

2-3-1) CC decay m o d e of V quark 

a) Isolated Lepton 
Because prompt leptons coming directly from the decay of heavy quarks have a 

higher momentum than those from the 5 flavour quarks and are often isolated from 
jets, we can detect heavy quarks by tagging these isolated leptons. Events were 
selected by the criteria that (1) it is a standard hadronic event, (2) the thrust is 
less than 0.9, and (3) at least one isolated lepton exists. An isolated lepton in the 
present analysis is denned as: 

(a) The momentum of leptons is greater than 4 GeV/c. 
(b) The energy flow (E/ | 0 U I ) within a 30°-cone around the lepton is less than 

l G e V . 
The analysis is based on a data sample of 17.7 and 18.2 p b - 1 with energies be

tween 56 and 60.8 GeV for muon and electron channels, respectively. 

Muon Channel 
At first, we present an analysis of isolated muon events. A muon is identified 

by the matching of tracks in CDC and the muon chamber. A detection efficiency of 
91.9 ±0.9% was obtained by a cosmic-ray test. In Figs.3(a) and 3(b), a scatter plot 
of hadron events including muons is shown for energies above 60 GeV(5.9 p b - 1 ) and 
below 60 GeV( 11.8 p b - 1 ) , respectively. The horizontal axis is the muon momentum 
and the vertical axis, the isolation angle 0 c(the maximum angle where E / j o w within 
that cone is less than 1 GeV). We have observed 3 isolated muon events with ener
gies above 60 GeV, and no events below 60 GeV. The expected number of events 
from 5f and TT, and two-photon process is 0.26±0.04 for energies above 60 GeV. 
Therefore, if Monte Carlo simulation is reliable, it is difficult to explain the observed 
3 events by the known processes. Does this indicate some new physics? A check 
of the energy dependence of the observed data provides a Monte-Carlo-independent 
test. We compared the observed events above and blow 60 GeV by carrying out 
F test [6] where we assumed that both events were produced according to the same 
Poisson distribution. The probability that isolated muon events above and below 60 
GeV came from the same Poisson distribution is less than 1%. This is an interesting 
result. One explanation of this observation may be 6' production. The expected 
number of events from V production with m&< around 28 GeV is consistent with the 
observed events. If this is true we can expect the same number of isolated electron 
events. In the next section, we present an analysis of an isolated electron. 
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Electron Channel 
Since we observed interesting events in the muon channel, the search for an iso

lated electron becomes more interesting. The electron was identified by the E /P 
method, requiring that E / P be between 0.8 and 1.3. The detection efficiency was 
obtained to be 85±2% for an electron energy greater than 4 GeV. The event-selection 
criteria are the same as those for the isolated muon events. The results are shown 
in Figs.4(a) and 4(b), where isolated electron events are plotted against the electron 
momentum and the isolation angle with energies above 60 GeV(5.9 p b - 1 ) and be
low 60 GeV(12,3 p b - 1 ) , respectively. We have observed 2 isolated electron events 
with energies above 60 GeV, and no events below 60 GeV. The expected number of 
events from 5f, TT and the two-photon process is 0.6±0.1 for energies above 60 GeV. 
Thus, the observation of 2 isolated electron events is rare if Monte Carlo simulation 
is reliable. According to the F-test, the probability that events above and below 60 
GeV were produced according to the same Poisson distribution is less than 2.5%. 
The result is again interesting. Together with the isolated muon events, the observed 
electron events seem to indicate b' production. Now, an analysis of the CC hadronic 
decay mode of the V quark is indispensable in the search for 6' production. We show 
the hadronic decay mode in the next section. 

b ) H a d r o n i c Decay M o d e ( C C ) 
In general, the production of a heavy quark near the threshold is characterized by 

its spherical shape in the final states. In the present study we searched for spherical 
events with the following selection criteria: (1) it is a standard hadronic event, (2) 
the absolute value of the longitudinal momentum balance is less than 0.2 x E„, a, 
(3) the thrust is less than 0.75, and (4) the acoplanarity is greater than 0.15. The 
integrated luminosity of da ta sample is 18.2 p b - 1 with energies between 56 and 60.8 
GeV. In Figs.5(a) and 5(b), scatter plots of the events are shown for energies above 
60 GeV(5.9 p b - 1 ) and below 60 GeV(12.3 p b - 1 ) , where the horizontal axis is the 
thrust and the vertical axis is the acoplanarity. We have observed 8 and 7 events 
with energies above and below 60 GeV, respectively. Again, we carried out an F test. 
The probability that the observed events below and above 60 GeV came from the 
same Poisson distribution is less than 5%. This probability supports the results of 
isolated-lepton analysis, an indication of 6' production above 60 GeV. The expected 
events from b' production are consistent with the observed events above 60 GeV if 
mi,i is around 28 GeV. 

So far, we have studied the charged current decay of the 6' quark by observing 
any excess in isolated lepton events and spherical events. All channels of the CC 
decay mode of the 6' quark indicate its existence. It should, however, be said that 
the statistical significance is not yet sufficient to conclude 6' production. We need 
at least 5 times more integrated luminosity for a definite conclusion. 

2-3-2) F C N C decay m o d e of V quark 
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a) Isolated Photon 
As has been pointed out[5], if the 6' quark is lighter than the top quark, CC decay 

is strongly suppressed due to the quark mixing angle. In that case, it is very likely 
that 6' can decay via FCNC into a b quark by emitting either a photon, a gluon, a 
Z 0 , or a neutral Higgs. In the present analysis we studied two cases: V decaying to 
b7 or hg. First, we show 6' —» fry decay, where the event signature is an energetic 
isolated photon. 

The analysis is based on a data sample of 21.1 p b - 1 with energies of 55 to 60.8 
GeV. The event selection criteria is that: (1) it is a standard hadronic event, and 
(2) at least one isolated photon exists which satisfies following conditions: 

(a) There exists a cluster with \cosB\ < 0.685 with an energy larger than 0.1 
times E i e o m . 

(b) There exist no other clusters with an energy exceeding 1 GeV, nor good 
tracks within a 30° cone around the cluster. 

Fig. 6(a) is the energy spectrum of isolated photons. The histogram represents 
the spectrum of the initial state radiation simulated by the LUND5.3 program with 
5 known flavours. The contamination of 7r° was estimated by isolated charged pions 
and is shown by crosses in Fig.6(a). The agreement between data and expectation 
by Monte Carlo simulation is excellent Figure 6(b) shows the photon spectrum ex
pected from the 6' quark with masses of 29, 26 and 20 GeV. By cutting the photon 
spectrum between 0.3 and 0.7 times E& e a m we obtained 8 events. The expectation 
from the initial state radiation is 11.0±1.1 and is consistent with our data. Con
sidering both FCNC and CC decay modes, the limits on the mass of the b' quark 
against the absolute photonic branching ratio were obtained and are shown in Fig.7. 
At the typical photonic branching ratio of 10%, a 6' mass between 13 and 27 GeV is 
excluded at a 95% confidence level. 

b) Hadronic Decay M o d e ( F C N C ) 
We add here an analysis of the hadronic decay mode of the 6' quark. The event-

selection criteria are the same as those adopted in an analysis of the hadronic decay 
mode in CC. The observed events were compared with the expectation from 6' —> 
bg decay, where quark and gluon hadronization were simulated by the LUND6.3 
program[7]. A V mass between 18.5 and 25 GeV is excluded at a 100% hg decay 
branching ratio. 

2-4) Determination of Ajjjg-

The QCD cut-off parameter, AQCD, °r running coupling constant, a „ is one of 
the important parameters in the standard model. So far, a, has been determined 
by various methods such as R, Energy-Energy-Correlation, shape variables and so 
on[8]. In the present analysis, preliminary results on AT^S obtained by the 3-jet frac
tion R3 is reported. The analysis is based on a standard hadronic data sample of 17 
p b - 1 with energies between 55 and 60 GeV. FiG.8 is the multijet fraction obtained 
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by the jet clustering algorithm used by JADE collaboration^)]. To obtain the QCD 
cut-off parameter, quarks and gluons were generated according to the QCD cascade 
shower based on a next-to-leading log(NLL) approximation[10]. This scheme has the 
following advantages:(l) the hard 3-jet cross section is correct, and (2) the scheme 
for QCD A is fixed. Thus, the QCD cut-off parameters can be obtained directly by 
comparing the measured R3 with the simulated ones for various cut-off parameters. 
We have obtained cut-off parameter to be A575 = 208tjj!} MeV. The corresponding 
strong coupling constant is a, = 0.125 ± 0.007 at < y/s >=57.3 GeV. 

3. Test of QED and Electroweak Theory 

3-1) e+e - -¥ e +e~ 

Bhabha scattering is of fundamental importance since it provides a good way 
to test QED and, further, is used to determine the integrated luminosity. Bhabha 
scattering events were selected by requiring two collinear clusters (Eci > \Ei,cam, 
0acoi < 10° ) in LG or LA with an association of charged tracks for clusters in LG. 
The angular distribution of Bhabha events at an energy of 60.8 GeV is shown in 
Fig.9(a). In Fig.9(b) the total cross section with cbsQ < 0.743 is plotted against the 
center-of-mass energy. The dotted and solid curves in the figures are predictions of 
QED and the standard model. The data are consistent with the predictions of QED 
or the standard model. The deviations from QED are parameterized in terms of the 
cut-off parameters defined by 

( ^ T ) M P = ( d n ) E W x l l T AI X 3~T^ ] • 
The 95% confidence lower limits of cut-off parameters were obtained to be 214 and 
506 GeV for A+ and A_, respectively. 

3-2) e + e~ —» 77 

The e + e ~ —» 77 process provides a pure test for QED. The event-selection criteria 
is similar to Bhabha scattering, except that at least one cluster is not associated 
with a charged track. The angular distribution and total cross section is shown in 
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) with energies between 55 and 60.8 GeV. The solid curves in the 
figures are predictions from QED and are consistent with the data. 

The QED cut-off parameters defined by 

were obtained to be 95 and 83 GeV for A + and A_, respectively. 
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3-3) e + e - - • ii+fi-fr+r-

The forward-backward(FB) asymmetry in fermion pair production is important 
for testing the electroweak theory since the interference between electromagnetic and 
weak interactions causes a large FB-asymmetry in TRISTAN energy region. In this 
section FB-asymmetry of p and T pair is presented. The Figs.ll(a) and 11(b) are the 
measured angular distribution for p and T pair production, respectively. The dashed 
curves in the figures are the prediction from the standard model with stn20„,=O.226 
and M z =92.5 GeV. The FB-asymmetries can clearly be seen and agree well with 
predictions of the standard model. The cross section and asymmetry are summa
rized in table 1. 

3-4) The Jet Charge Asymmetry 

The FB charge asymmetry in quark pair production is also important for testing 
the standard model. The charm and bottom quark asymmetry have been measured 
by tagging these quarks via a semi-leptonic decay of a heavy quark meson or re
construction of a charm meson[ll]. However, measurements are not statistically 
significant due to the low tagging efficiency. If original quarks cannot be identified, 
we can measure the average charge asymmetry by determining the original quark 
charge through a suitably weighted jet charge[12]. This asymmetry is small due to 
a large cancellation between different quarks, as expressed by 

Ajct = fdAd - / U A U + f.A, - fcAe + faAi, 

where the polar angle 6 is taken to be that between an electron and the negatively 
charged jet. 

In the TRISTAN energy region, however, the asymmetry is expected as large as 
10%. Here, the preliminary results of jet charge asymmetry is reported. The analysis 
is based on a hadronic data sample of 24.8 p b - 1 with energies between 52 and 60.8 
GeV. The two jet events were selected with the additional requirement that : ( l ) the 
thrust is greater than 0.85, (2) at least two tracks exist in each hemisphere divided 
by the plain perpendicular to the thrust axis, and (3) at least one jet has a mass 
higher than 1.78 GeV. The jet charge in each hemisphere is determined by 

f-tbcam 

where g; and p; are the charge and the momentum of the i'th track. The summation 
is taken over all charged tracks in each hemisphere. The original quark charge was 
determined by comparing the jet charge of each hemisphere: if Qjct\ > Qjen, then 
the charge of je t l was assigned to be positive. The charge identification probability 
was 71 and 74% for a down-like quark and an up-like quark, respectively. Accep
tance and charge misidentification were corrected by the LUND5.3 program. Fig.12 
shows the angular distribution of a hadron jet. The charge asymmetry can be clearly 
seen. The obtained asymmetry is 11.2 ± 2.5% at 56.8 GeV. The systematic errors 
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consist of (l)charge misidentification(13.5%), (2) radiative correction(10%), (3)QCD 
effect(5%) and (4) Monte Carlo errors(5.9%), with a total of 18.5%, corresponding 
to 2 ^ % in asymmetry. The expected value from the standard model is 8.4% when 
B°B° mixing is not considered. When B°B° mixing is considered with mixing pa
rameters of Xd = 0.17 ± 0.05[13] and \ , = 0.5 ± 0.5 , the expected asymmetry is 
10.4%. The measured asymmetry is consistent with the prediction of the standard 
model within the error. We comment that at present we cannot discuss on B°B° 
mixing from average charge asymmetry due to large systematic errors. 

3-5) Substructure of Quarks and Leptons 

The compositeness[14] of quarks and leptons can be studied by investigating 
the deviation in the differential cross section from, that expected from the standard 
model. We have not observed any deviation or excess in the differential cross section 
in Bhabha scattering, /x pair production, r pair production, or quark pair production. 
Thus, we could place new lower limits on compositeness scale parameters for leptons 
and quarks(Table 2), where the definition of the compositeness scale parameters is 
found in ref[15]. 

4. Search for New Particles 

Various new particles, other than heavy quarks, were also searched. So far, no 
excess has been observed and the mass limits of these particles have been placed. 
The results are summarized in Table 3. 

5. Search for Single Photons 

Since the VENUS detector is hermetic with an angular cov ^ge up to \cosQ\ <0.99, 
we are in good place to search for single photons produced via a radiative production 
of particles that interact only weakly in matter. One of such reactions is radiative 
neutrino pair production. Since the cross section of this reaction[16] depends largely 
on the number of light neutrino types, we can estimate the total number of light 
neutrino types by serching for single photon events. 

The analysis is based on a data sample of 20.3 p b - 1 with energies between 55 and 
60.8 GeV. The events were selected by the following procedure. First, single-photon 
candidates were selected with the requirement that only one energetic c lus te^E, >4 
GeV) existed in the barrel region(40 c < ft, < 140") without any tracks nor other clus
ter with energy more than 0.2 GeV. Secondly, the cosmic rays were rejected by the 
requirement that: (1) no tracks existed in the muon chamber that were connected to 
the cluster, (2) the timing of the cluster agreed with the beam-crossing time within 
5 nsec, (3) when hits in a streamer tube detector and a TOF counter were available, 
it was checked whether cluster was pointing to the interaction point. Thirdly, the 
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shower profile of the cluster was checked whether it was consistent with an electro
magnetic shower, by making a comparison with the shower profile obtained by the 
electron beam test. Finally, the QED background which came from e + e~ —• eej/ffj 
with two electrons(gammas) escaping into the beam pipe were rejected by a kine-
matical constraint expressed as 

P?/y/5 > 0mto. 

The detection efficiency for single photons is 69.3% for the above selection. 
Pig.l3(a) shows the Xt(= Ft/Euam) distribution of single-photon events when 

6veto is 15°. The solid line is the expectation from eej+yry events where two elec
trons or gammas escape in a 15°-cone around beam axis. The spectrum agrees well 
with the prediction. Fig. 13(b) shows the single-photon spectrum when a veto angle 
of 4.4° is imposed. The kinematical limit for eerf/jyj events were set at X t >0.2 
by considering systematic errors. Since we observe no single-photon events above 
kinematical limit, we can place an upper limit on the number of light neutrino types. 
The result is N„ < 17.8 at a 90% confidence level. If we combine the present result 
with the data from ASP[17], MAC[18], CELLO[19] and MAEK-J[20], we obtained 
an upper limit of N„ to be N„ < 4.1 at a 90% confidence level. 

6. Conclusion 

1. The It-values measured by VENUS look high. However, if we consider system
atic errors, the measured R-values are consistent with the prediction of the standard 
model. 
2. No evidence has been observed for open top-quark production. The lower limit 
for the top-quark mass has been obtained to be nif > 29.0 GeV/c2 at 95 % CL. 
3 . We have observed 5 isolated lepton events (3p + 2e) and 8 spherical events above 
60 GeV. The observed events are consistent with the expectation from V production 
with mj/ around 28 GeV/c*. However, the statistical significance is still poor. 
4. The FCNC decay mode of the 6' quark has also been studied by tagging isolated 
photons. No excess has been observed and the mass limit for the hf quark has been 
set in this decay mode. 
5. Using an NLL approximation, the QCD cut-off parameter Ajjg has been obtained 
byi*,. (A5js = 208t£MeV.) 
6. The e+e~ —» e+e~,77 processes are consistent with the QED prediction. 
7. FB asymmetry agrees well with the prediction of the standard model, not only 
in the lepton channel but also in the quark channel. 
8. The lower limits of the compositeness scales for leptons have been updated. The 
limits are also given for quark compositeness scales. 
9. No evidence has been observed for the new particle production. New mass hmits 
have been given. 
10. No single-photon events have been observed. The limit for the number of light 
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neutrino types has been set at N„ < 17.8 at 90 % CL. 
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Table 1 FB Asymmetry and Cross Section of Lepton 

Leptona vs ensured "•meaaurcd 

T+T~ 
50-60 GeV 
50-60 GeV 

1.06 ± 0.05 
1.03 ±0.07 

-0.283 ± 0.054 
-0.266 ±0.073 

The standard model 56.1 GeV 1.04 -0.298 

Table 2. Lower Limits on Compositeness Scale (95%CL) 

Reaction Compositeness Scale (in TeV) Reaction 
Afc AZ t A£B 

ARR A$v Aw Al l A I L 
e+e~ —• e+e~ 
e +e~ —* ii*ix~ 
e+e~ —• T+T~ 

1.2 
1.6 
1.6 

2.9 
1.8 
1.3 

1.1 
1.6 
1.6 

2.8 
1.8 
1.3 

2.5 
2.8 
3.5 

5.9 
3.1 
2.2 

2.3 
2.4 
1.8 

1.7 
2.8 
3.3 

e+e~ —t qq(*) 
e+e~ -* qq{**) 

0.9 
0.9 

1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
1.6 

2.2 
1.8 

3.9 
2.9 

2.2 
2.3 

3.4 
3.7 

5.0 
4.0 

Reaction Compositeness Scale (in GeV) Reaction 
A £ + B &L+R H,R AL/R At-H A t - R 

c +e~ —»77 95 83 81 70 59 59 

* without B°B° mixing 
** including effect of B°W mixing with \d = 0.17 ± 0.05 and x. = 0.5 ± 0.5 
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Table 3. List of Mass Limits for Various New Particles 

Name of Particle Mass Limit(95%CL) 

Heavy Lepton 
Heavy Neutrino 

Electron-type Heavy Neutrino 
V+A 
V-A 

Leptoquark(2nd gene.) 
fi s decay 
c v decay 

Excited Leptons 
e*(from pair production) 
e*(from single production) 
fi" (from pair production) 
ft* (from single production) 
r*(from pair production) 
T*(from single production) 

SUSY particles 
e t (M S l = MiR) 
eL(MiL < MSR) 
h(M?L = M ? B ) 
f L(M? t < MfR) 
H ± (Br(H ± — f i/)=100%) 

Scalar Boson 

> 29.7GeF 
> 26.8GeV 

> Sl.7Ge.Vor < ll.SGeV 
> 48.5GeVor < 17.3Gey 

> 25.4GeVor < 5.2GeV 
> 27.0GeVor < 8.5GeV 

> 30.lGeV 
> 60.5GeV 
> 30.1GeF 
> 53.0GeV 
> 28.0GeV 
> 50.0GeF 

> 29.5GeF 
> 27.5Ge^ 
> 24.7GeV 
> 22.6GeV 
> 28.2GeV 

r « < a few MeV 
(for 54 GeV< M. < 60GeV) 

- 2 9 9 -
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Figure Captions 
F i g . l : R vs yfs. The solid hne represents a prediction by the standard model 

with 5 flavours, where M«=92.5 GeV, I\,=2.5 GeV and sin6w=Q.226. Dashed and 
dot-dash curves correspond full open top and II production. 

Fig .2: Q-plot for (a) data &t 60.8 GeV and (b) open top production with M ( =28 
GeV. 

Fig .3 : Scatter plot of isolated muon events for (a) energy above 60 GeV and (b) 
energy below 60 GeV. The horizontal axis is the muon momentum and the vertical 
axis is the isolation angle. 

Fig .4 : Scatter plot of isolated electron events for (a) energy above 60 GeV and (b) 
energy below 60 GeV. 

Fig.5: Scatter plot of hadronic events for (a) energy above 60 GeV and (b) en
ergy below 60 GeV. The horizontal axis is the thrust and the vertical axis is the 
acoplanarity. 

Fig .6: (a) Isolated photon spectrum. The solid line represents the initial state 
radiation simulated by the LUND5.3 program with 5 flavour. The crosses indicate 
contributions from isolated ir°. (b) Isolated photon spectrum from 6' production 
with m6'= 29 GeV(solid line), 26 GeV(dashed line), and 20 GeV(dotted line). 

Fig.7: The 95% CL lower limits of the 6' quark mass my as a function of the 
photonic branching ratio. 

Fig .8 : Jet cluster distribution as a function of y r a t . Solid lines represent predictions 
by the NLL approximation. 

Fig .9 : (a) Differential cross section of Bhabha scattering at t/s= 60.8 GeV. 
(b) Total cross section of Bhabha scattering with |cos0| < 0.743. 

Fig.10: (a) Differential cross section of the e + e~ —» 77 process at < t/s > = 57.2 
GeV. (b) Total cross section of the e + e~ -» 77 process with \cos6\ < 0.743. 

F i g . l l : Differential cross section of (a) e + e~ -+ H+fi~ and (b) e + e~ —» T+T~. The 
dashed lines represent predictions of the standard model and the solid lines are fits 
to data. 

Fig .12: Differential cross section of a hadron jet . The dashed line represents a 
prediction of the standard model and the solid line is a fit to data. 

Fig .13: Single-photon spectrum for (a) 8vcto = 15° and (b) 9mto = 4.4°. The solid 
line represents the single photons from e + e~ -> e + e ~ 7 + 777 events. 
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